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ABSTRACT Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANETs) are an emerging and promising technology that enables
vehicles to communicate with roadside units (RSUs) and other vehicles. VANETs contribute to improved
traffic efficiency, accident safety, and entertainment services for passengers and drivers. However, VANETs
face limitations in areas with intermittent connectivity. To address this scenario, researchers have proposed
a specialized use-case known as intermittently-connected-vehicular delay-tolerant-networks (ICV-DTNs),
which are a subset of delay-tolerant-networks (DTNs). Security is less explored area compare to routing.
Malicious nodes pose significant threats by launching selective packet drops, fake/bogus packets, and flood
attacks, depleting limited resources such as bandwidth and node buffer space. Consequently, these attacks
result in low message delivery ratios and high message loss ratios. Among these attacks, flood attacks
are particularly challenging in ICV-DTNs/Flying Adhoc Networks/Internet of Drones. Various algorithms
have been proposed to mitigate flood attacks, but previous approaches have exhibited shortcomings. Firstly,
previously proposed algorithms lack efficiency in terms of detection time and accuracy. Secondly, the extent
of resource waste or savings after implementing these schemes has not been adequately demonstrated,
with no simulation results quantifying the amount of buffer consumption. Additionally, prior algorithms
lack a comprehensive definition of flood attacks, which represents a critical research question in this field.
To address these gaps, this article not only proposed a unique taxonomy of the flooding attacks but also
evaluate various algorithms on diverse parameters. The article also contribute open research areas for the
community to investigate the nitty gritty of flooding attacks in ICV-DTNs.

INDEX TERMS Intermittently-connected-vehicular-delay-tolerant-network (ICV-DTNs), intermittently-
connected-networks (ICNs), flood-attack, misbehaving-nodes, packets-delivery-ratios, packets-loss-ratios,
delay-tolerant-networks (DTNs), resources-consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION
The world is turning into a global village because of com-
munication networks. In recent decades, infrastructure and
networks without infrastructure have enabled a wide range of
communication devices to be linked over long geographical
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areas. However, there are certain regions that are not under the
umbrella of networks. This lapse is because of the end-to-end
connectivity [1], [2]. In most developing countries/areas, end-
to-end communication networks are not available, and will
not be in the foreseeable future. DTNs [3], [4] are potentially
low-cost solution to the aforementioned problem.

DTNs are special sub-class of infrastructure-less net-
works which suffer from frequent disconnection and variable
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delay [5], [6]. Initially, DTNs were proposed for communica-
tion from one planet (Mars) to another planet (Earth), known
asDeepSpaceCommunication (DSC)/InterplanetaryNetworks
(IPNs) [7], however, also applicable for many ground-
based applications, such as VehicularAdhocNetworks [8],
[9], known as ICV-DTNs (The focus of this article on this use-
case), UnderwaterWirelessSensorNetworks (UWSNs) [10],
[11], Flying Adhoc Networks (FANETs)/Internet of Drones
(IODs), and extreme conditions after natural disasters [12],
[13]. Popular examples of DTNs are, DakNet [2], ZebraNet
[14], WiderNet [15] and KioskNet [16].

There are various challenges in ICV-DTNs, such as vari-
able delay, nodes disconnection, asymmetric-data-rates, and
communication between heterogeneous networks [17], [18],
[19]. To address the issues of ICV-DTNs, researchers pro-
posed ‘‘Bundles Protocol (BP)’’. ‘‘BP’’ apply Store-Carry-
Forward (SCF) method for forwarding bundles (usually it
is unreliable, however, it also has an option of reliability,
which is called custodian forwarding) [20]. Due to frequent
disconnection, researchers proposed persistent memory for
ICV-DTNs nodes, which store bundles in persistent storage
until new contact(s) (encounter(s) new node) is available.
Furthermore, it also has a convergence layer, which con-
verts/translates a message to specific network architecture,
which enables the exchange of data/information between two
heterogeneous networks [21].

The aforementioned challenging issues (already men-
tioned in this article) breed new issues such as Reliability/
Time-Synchronization [22], Spoof-Identity, Privacy [23],
faulty nodes [24], Key-Distribution [25], Buffer-
Management [26], Packet-Fragmentation [27] and
Resources-Scarcity [28].

A. CHALLENGES/ISSUES OF INTERMITTENTLY
CONNECTED NETWORKS
This section briefly discusses a few issues of intermittently
connected networks (few of them are outlined already in this
article).

1) PARTIAL NODES CONNECTIVITY
Connectivity is vital for any type of network, communica-
tion is impossible without connectivity [29]. In ICV-DTNs,
nodes are partially connected, and this provoke problems
such as high packet loss ratios (due to dis-connectivity),
low packet delivery ratios (due to intermittent connectivity),
security issues (malicious nodes are not detected because
some of the previously proposed schemes detect various
attacks when all nodes share encounter-history packets and
rate-limit-certificate), key distribution (due to intermittent
connectivity), and long variable delay, etc. Therefore, Partial
connectivity is a very important issue in ICV-DTNs (open
research problem).

2) NODES TRACKING
In vehicular networks, tracking of particular node is an
important parameter for various operations. This includes

routing of packets, tracking the position of various nodes,
accurate/timely delivery of packets at the destination, and
the detection of various malicious attacks [30], [31]. Few
security attacks need tracking of vehicles to reduce false
positive and false negative ratios. However, position tracking
(position falsification attacks) is a challenging task due to the
intermittent connectivity of nodes in ICV-DTNs. Therefore,
according to the analyses of this article, node tracking is an
important research problem of vehicular networks, that is an
open research issue for researchers.

3) RELIABILITY/TRANSMISSION IMPAIRMENT (TI)
TI is a condition that causes data packets to be lost. If the
transmission media were perfect, the destination nodes will
receive the same bundles/packets that the sender/forwarder
nodes send. However, this is not the case (both guided and
wireless media are not perfect), the receiver does not receive
the same packets as sent by the sender because of data loss,
bit errors, or bit flip (change binary 0 to 1 or vice versa).
This is because of attenuation, distortion, and noise. Tradi-
tional networks (TCP/IP) have a mechanism to detect and
correct transmission bit errors. However, there is no such
type of methodology available in bundle protocol [22], this
ultimately creates reliability issue, which is an open research
glitch for researchers in this field.

4) TIME SYNCHRONIZATION
Time Synchronization is an important metric for communi-
cation, particularly security. Few security attacks are easily
mitigated/detected through time synchronization, such as
‘‘Replay Attacks’’, ‘‘Worm-Hole Attacks’’. A slight-drift in
time synchronization creates big issues in networks (attacks
are not detected). Researchers implemented time synchro-
nization in traditional networks such as TCP/IP-based net-
works. However, the implementation of time synchronization
in intermittently connected networks are very challenging
because of the disconnected and sparse nature of nodes in net-
works [32]. Therefore, Time Synchronization is an important
research problem for researchers to handle.

5) REASSEMBLING OF BUNDLES/PACKETS
Usually, the forwarder nodes forward multiple packets to
the destination (the packets reach the destination at different
times, due to the frequency of signal, speed of signal, dis-
tance between source and destination, and transmission path
between sender and receiver). Traditional networks follow
specific procedures, usually with packet sequence numbers
to re-assemble the packets so the destination nodes can
re-assemble the packets. However, there is no such type of
mechanism in bundle protocol. Reassembling of bundles are
very challenging task/issue in ICV-DTNs due to the long
delay and partial nodes connectivity [33].

6) NODES MANAGEMENT IN NETWORKS
Nodes management is a critical issue in networks. Tradi-
tional networks follow some rules/procedures/protocols for
the management of nodes in networks. However, according
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to the studies of this article, there are no such rules/protocols
in ICV-DTNs, that bread some new issues. Therefore, Nodes
Management is an open research problem for researchers.

7) PACKET FRAGMENTATION
The division of packets/bundles into sub-packets/sub-bundles
are known as packet fragmentation. There are two types
of packets fragmentation in DTNs, proactive fragmentation
and reactive fragmentation [27]. Reactive fragmentation cre-
ates some security issues [27], such as confidentiality and
integrity of sub-bundles [34], [35]. Few researchers proposed
the ‘‘toilet paper ‘‘ [36] to handle confidentiality and integrity
of sub-bundles. However, due to high processing powers and
limited resources, the ‘‘toilet paper’’ is not an efficient solu-
tion. Therefore, reactive fragmentation is an open research
problem in ICV-DTNs.

8) NETWORKS TRAFFIC/DATA MANAGEMENT
In VANETs, vehicles generate and process huge amount of
data. The data management such as storing, retrieving, and
processing are an important tasks for efficient/fair utilization
of networks resources. However, the networks data man-
agement is not an easy task. Nonetheless, few researchers
proposed an efficient schemes to handle this issue (machine
learning, data mining, and big data analytics). However, this
is still a challenging research problem in vehicular networks.

9) RESOURCES SCARCITY
The scarcity of resources are one of the most important issue
of ICV-DTNs (which is already mentioned in this article).
DTNs nodes have limited resources, such as buffer space,
energy, processing power (outlined in this article). This issue
creates some new issues such as various security attacks,
energy consumption, and packet loss ratios/packet delivery
ratios, etc [34]. Therefore it is an open research problem.

10) PACKETS ROUTING/PACKETS FORWARDING
The packets routing are also very important research ques-
tion in ICV-DTNs. Designing an efficient routing pro-
tocols are very difficult in ICV-DTNs due to unique
nature/characteristic of ICV-DTNs (open research issue
in vehicular networks). Few researchers proposed various
efficient routing protocols [5], [37] to handle issues of
ICV-DTNs. Each routing algorithm has pros and cons
(to the best of our knowledge no perfect solution have
been proposed till date). Additionally, few proposed routing
algorithms/protocols create some security issues. To the best
of our knowledge, the security issues due to routing protocols
have not been adequately addressed in the literature. Fig. 1
shows various challenges/issues of ICV-DTNs.

B. SECURITY CHALLENGES
The deployment of ICV-DTNs nodes under typical harsh
conditions, nodes face numerous security challenges [38],
[39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44]. Bundle Security Protocols

(BSPs) provide basic security services such as confidentiality,
integrity, and authentication by including a particular security
header in ‘‘BPs’’. There are four security headers in ‘‘BSPs’’
that enhance the security of ICV-DTNs. These are, Bundle
Authentication Block (BAB), Payload Integrity Block (PIB),
Payload Confidentiality Block (PCB) and Extension Security
Block (ESB) [21], [45].

– Bundle Authentication Block:- BAB provides authenti-
cation hop-by-hop. Actually, BAB authenticates a bun-
dle from one security-aware (SAN) node to another SAN
which may be multiple nodes in the transmission path.
BAB-HMAC is mandatory cipher- suite for BAB.

– Payload Integrity Block:- PIB provides integrity and
authentication of a payload end-to-end, which ensures
the authenticity and integrity of the payload. PIB-RSA-
SHA256 is a mandatory cipher-suite for PIB.

– Payload Confidentiality Block:- PCB provides end-to-
end confidentiality of a payload, which ensures that
the bundle payload is confidential that is kept secret.
PCB-RSA-AES128-PIB-PCB is mandatory cipher-suite
for PCB.

– Extension Security Block:- ESB is use for non-payload
blocks (not primary blocks and payload blocks).
ESB-RSA-AES128 is amandatory cipher-suite for ESB.

As outlined already in this article that BSPs provide some
basic security services [45], [46] but due to the unique nature
of DTNs, it is very challenging to achieve full security
services. Also, due to the challenging nature of DTNs, nodes
are vulnerable to various attacks. Such as ‘‘BlackHoleAt-
tack’’ [47], ‘‘WormHole’’ [48], ‘‘PacketDropsAttack’’
[49], [50], ‘‘FaultyNodeAttacks’’ [51], [52], ‘‘ColludingAt-
tacks’’ [53], ‘‘FakePacketAttacks’’ [54], [55], and ‘‘Dis-
tributedDenialOfServices (DDOS)’’/‘‘FloodAttacks’’ [56],
[57], [58].

Misbehavior malicious and selfish nodes [44], [59],
[60], [61] launch various attacks [62], [63] (already out-
lined in this article), flood attack is one of them. In this
type of attacks, misbehavior nodes send/forward a large
number of messages/packets, that overuse the meager
resources of ICV-DTNs nodes [64], [65]. These limited
resources includes, buffer-space [56], [57], [58], bandwidth,
and energy resources of benign nodes [66], [67], [68].
Due to this attacks, ‘‘PacketDeliveryRatios (PDRs)’’ are
decrease, while ‘‘PacketLossRatios (PLRs)’’ are increase.
Moreover, resources consumption which includes ‘‘Total-
BufferConsumption (TBCs)’’, ‘‘TotalBandwidthConsump-
tion (TBWCs)/‘‘TotalWastedTransmission (TWTs)’’, and
‘‘TotalEnergyConsumption (TECs)’’ are increase. Apart
from this, nodes’ unavailability issue also arises in the net-
works. Traditional routing protocols, detection/mitigation
protocols for VANETs [9], [69], [70], UWSNs [71],
[72], Internet [73], Autonomous-Vehicular-Networks [74],
MobileAd-hocNetworks (MANETs) [75], and WirelessSen-
sorNetworks (WSNs) [76], [77], [78] are cannot be applicable
in ICV-DTNs, due to the unique nature of ICV-DTNs.
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FIGURE 1. Various challenges/issues of ICV-DTNs.

Researchers proposed various techniques to tackle flood
attacks [79]. Nevertheless, each algorithm has its own pros
and cons. According to the analyses of this article, the
perfect solution to flood mitigation is still a challenging
and open research issue in ICV-DTNs. Detection-Time,
Detection-Rate, High-Detection-Cost, Centralized/Sole mit-
igation algorithms (In sole mitigation algorithms, one node
is responsible for attacks detection and mitigation), High-
Resources-Consumption and lack of proper definition of
flood attacks are among the main problems of existing pro-
posed algorithms.

Few researchers proposed various survey papers such as
researchers in article [80], discussed security-related research
problems/issues in opportunistic networks, however with lack
of detail on flooding attacks. Researchers presented a very
comprehensive survey in article [81] which is related to
MANETs. However, the reviewed algorithms are not practi-
cally applicable in ICV-DTNs. Researchers in article [54] dis-
cussed misbehaving nodes taxonomy (Nodes which launch
various attacks) very comprehensively with a lack of details
on flood attacks. Researchers in the survey article [38]
discussed the advantages and disadvantages of only three
research schemes of flood mitigation. Researchers in article
[82] briefly defined various misbehaving attacks (BlackHole,
GrayHole, Identity Theft, Sybil, Replay attacks, etc) in DTNs
with lack of details on flooding attacks. In comparison,
this article proposed a unique taxonomy of flood attacks,
which will open up new research directions to confront flood
attacks (Due to this taxonomy, flood mitigation will open
new research ideas for researchers to handle misbehavior
malicious nodes which launch flood attacks in networks).
Also, according to our knowledge, this article discussed the

pros and cons of previously proposed research articles on
flood mitigation in ICV-DTNs (unlike [38]). Moreover, this
article gives buffer-consumption code for simulator unlike
previously proposed articles. Following are some of the main
contributions of this article.
– Novel/Unique taxonomy of flood attacks in ICV-DTNs.
– Unique taxonomy of previously proposed mitigation

schemes.
– Cryptanalysis of previously proposed algorithms.
– Analytic analysis of previously proposed algorithms and

various flood attacks scenarios.
– Buffer Consumption calculation Code, this article

modified the existing code of EpidemicRouter for
bufferspace consumption, which calculates buffer con-
sumption of all nodes with a run time in simulation (few
researchers claim that due to flood attacks lot of buffers
are consumed, however, according to our knowledge
researchers did not show with simulation results that
how much buffers are consumed and how to calculate
this in real simulation).

– Open research issues in the subject research domain.
Rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section II

discusses literature reviews on flood attacks. Section III
discusses taxonomy of flood attacks mitigation schemes.
Section IV discusses Cryptanalysis of previously proposed
algorithms of flood attacks detection/mitigation. Section V
discusses Motivation and Problem Statement. Section VI is
related to Flood Attacks Taxonomy (Revised definition of
flood attacks, contribution of this article). Section VII dis-
cusses Analytic Analyses of previously proposed schemes
in flood mitigation and Various Flood Attacks Scenarios.
Section VIII is related to open research issues, Followed by
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FIGURE 2. Structure of paper.

conclusion and future work in Section IX. Fig. 2 shows detail
structure of this article.

II. RELATED WORKS
Bad behavior malicious nodes are an audacious threat
for ICV-DTNs because malicious nodes waste precious
resources such as buffer, bandwidth, and energy (already
mentioned in this article). Researchers proposed various algo-
rithms to detect and mitigate misbehavior nodes. This section
discusses existing proposed schemes/algorithms (according
to our knowledge) for flood attacks detection/mitigation.

To mitigate intruder nodes Li et al. proposed [28] dis-
tributed algorithm. In this scheme, every node participates
in the detection of malicious nodes. Researchers proposed
a Packet-Rate-Limiting-Scheme (PRLS) to mitigate intruder
nodes. In this article, all nodes in networks forward packets
for Packet-Rate-Limit-Certificate (PRLC) (initial setup phase
of network) to trusted-authority (TAs). In response to this
request, TAs allocate PRLC to a particular node in networks
(According to nodes forwarding requirement). In this scheme,
all nodes create message-claims (claim of forwarded packets,
known as MCs) and count their own messages. During the
communication phase, all nodes send PRLC along with orig-
inal messages/packets andMCs. In the attack detection phase,
destination nodes crosscheck all MCs in the whole networks.
Proposed PRLS detects/mitigates flood attacks according to
the pigeonhole principle. The proposed algorithm is very
efficient to detect/mitigate this catastrophic flooding attacks.
However, High Detection Time (HDT) is the downsides of
this scheme (Detection Time is very high because the desti-
nation cannot detects attacks until the destination crosscheck
all packets), This ultimately causes more resources consump-
tion. The researchers in the article [83] improved the work
[28] by adding learning automata-algorithm alongwith PRLS
to modify the existing PRLS algorithm. This approximately
counts the packets of every node according to the researchers.

Researchers in article [84] proposed a centralized
algorithm to mitigate flood attacks. Through this scheme
single node in network is responsible for the detection of
attacks. In this algorithm, every node in the network shares
its persistence buffer picture to designated ‘‘GateWayNode
(GWN)’’. GWN counts forwarded packets of each node in the
networks. In this scheme authors proposed a threshold value
for each node, if a particular node violates the pre-defined
threshold limit, GWN blacklist that particular malicious
attacker node. The proposed scheme mitigates/detects both
packetflood (intruder nodes forward large numbers of dif-
ferent packets) and replicaflood (in this attack, misbehavior
nodes forward replicas of the same packets) attacks determin-
istically. Moreover, researchers in this article also proposed,
probabilistic mitigation/detection scheme for replicaflood
attacks, which according to the researchers improved the
detection time. This is a very good scheme, however, the
proposed scheme is difficult to deploys (all messages/packets
are passed from one designated node, which is not suitable in
DTNs) in DTNs, this is because of the disconnection of nodes
in DTNs. This scheme is ideal for TCP/IP networks, where
end-to-end connection is ensured but it is not optimal for DTN
because of intermittent connection among nodes. Hence, it is
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obviously a shortcoming of this particular scheme, according
to the findings of this article.

Researchers of the article [85] proposed a scheme to
detect flood attacks. In the proposed scheme, researchers
proposed, that if a particular node in a network infrequently
encounters other nodes in the network, and it forwards a
large number of packets, it indicates maliciousness of the
nodes (according to researchers). Hence, a few buffer space
is allocated to the malicious nodes whereas more buffer space
is reserved/dedicated for benign nodes. In this algorithm,
researchers proposed a specific formula, which delete packets
from the nodes’ persistence memory. Although the proposed
algorithm is an efficient to detect malicious nodes. However,
falsepositive and falsenegative ratios are very high in this
particular scheme. Also, this particular algorithm applies to
specific routing protocol (Prophet [86]), which is an obvious
disadvantage. An algorithm is required, which applies to all
routing protocols.

Researchers of article [87] proposed a reputation scheme to
thwart attacker malicious nodes. According to the assumption
of the proposed scheme, misbehavior intruder nodes can
flood whole networks with fake-messages/bogus-messages,
however, malicious nodes do not create genuine packets. Dur-
ing the initial phase, nodes create a genuine message/packet
and forwards that genuine message/packet to TAs for reputa-
tion. TAs allocate reputation to that particular node assuming
that when a node creates genuine packet it will be inno-
cent not an attacker. However, TAs do not allocate specific
reputation value to all nodes in networks, which cannot
create valid/genuine packets. In the attack detection phase,
all receiver nodes verify the reputation value of all nodes
in networks, if reputation is less than a pre-defined thresh-
old value (proposed algorithm defined threshold value for
nodes), the receiver does not accept packets from that par-
ticular node. Although this is a very good scheme to mitigate
misbehavior attacks. However, according to the analyses of
this article, researchers proposed an ideal preventive-based
scheme to prevents an intruder nodes. This paper does not
addresses answers to a few important questions. Such as
Why intruder nodes cannot create benign messages? How
TAs distinguished between benign and fake messages? What
exactly are the real criteria for a benign message?

Researchers of article [45] proposed an algorithm that
detects flood attacks. The proposed algorithm uses cookies,
which are created from RandomNumber (RN), TimeStamp
(TS), and SourceIdentifier (SI) to detect malicious nodes.
Moreover, researchers also improved the detection proba-
bility of cookies by using HMAC and XOR. The proposed
scheme detects/mitigates misbehavior nodes by a process of
cookies verification on the destination. Although, this is a
very efficient scheme to mitigates flood attacks in DTNs.
However, the proposed algorithm detects only external mis-
behavior malicious nodes (A particular node in networks
which does not have a key and other cryptographic credentials
are known as, an external misbehavior node), which is a very

important shortcoming of this particular scheme (because this
scheme cannot detects all those intruder nodes which have a
valid cryptographic credentials).

Article [88] proposed StreamNode (SN) to weed-out
malicious nodes from the networks. It is a centralized
algorithm, in which one node is taking responsibility for
detecting misbehaving intruder nodes. In this research article,
researchers proposed SN for the detection and mitigation
process. SN have three tables which includes, Blacklist-
ingTable (BTs), PacketDeliveryProbabilityTable (PDPTs),
and PacketRateLimitingTable (PRLTs). In the proposed
scheme, SN calculates the actual delivery probability from
PRLTs. SN compares actual delivery probability with calcu-
lated probability from PDPTs. If there is any inconsistency,
proposed algorithm assume it is malicious. Although this is
a very good algorithm to thwart misbehavior attacker nodes.
However, in the proposed scheme, SN moves like a mobile
police guards with all packets. The issues of this algorithm
are high costs and hard to practically implementation in ICNs
due to the intermittent connection between nodes in DTNs.

Researchers in research article [89] proposed an effi-
cient scheme to cope with malicious nodes. The proposed
algorithm piggybacks the previously proposed encounter-
record (ER) algorithm with PRLS to detects misbehaving
intruder nodes. In this scheme, misbehaving nodes launch
attacks on ER, but it fails. As misbehaving nodes either alter
packet timestamp (TS) or change message sequencenumbers
(SN) to launch attacks. However, through these alterations,
ER becomes inconsistent. The proposed scheme can detects
alteration in ER. The proposed piggybacks scheme detects
those misbehaving nodes which changed ER. Although this
is a very good scheme to chuck-out misbehaving intruder
nodes, however, it has a high detection time and cost. In this
algorithm, nodes share encounter history(EH) with all nodes
in networks, which consume buffer space and bandwidth of
all nodes, this ultimately cause low PDRs and high PLRs.
These are a few shortcoming of the proposed piggybacks
scheme.

Researchers in [90], [91], and [92] proposed algorithms
quite similar to [28] to mitigate flood attacks. Researchers
in [93] enhanced [28] to generates key, using Advance-
Encryption-Standard (AES) algorithm. According to the
authors, malicious nodes are not identified in article [28]
when they send/forward packets less than the allowed num-
bers. Researchers proposed a key for those attacker nodes.
However, according to the analyses of this article, there
is no needs for a key, because article [28] already has a
key. Article [94] enhanced the work [28] by using DNS
query and MYSQL database along with PRLC [28] (accord-
ing to the researchers). According to the researchers, the
proposed algorithm detects and mitigates application-level
flood attacks, which consume server resources. However,
application-level flood attacks are not very effective in DTNs.
That is why the malicious nodes use a Network/Transport-
level flood attacks, which consume networks resources.
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In article [95] researchers proposed algorithm like [28].
Researchers added the RSA algorithm which according to
researchers enhanced the performance of [28] which finds
exact malicious nodes. The extra cost of RSA is the short-
coming of this algorithm, which is not required (according
to the study of this article) because article [28] can exactly
identifies intruder misbehavior nodes.

Researchers in an article [35] proposed an efficient
algorithm to thwart flood attacks in ICNs. It is a resources
efficient algorithm, i.e. buffer, energy, and bandwidth.
Authors in this article proposed three algorithms, ‘‘Revamp
to Lie or Comply (RTOC)’’, ‘‘Inter-Site-Flood-Attack-
Mitigation (IFAM)’’, and ‘‘Holistic-Flood-Attack-Mitigation
(HFAM)’’. ‘‘RTOC’’ is the improved version of the algorithm
[28]. In this scheme, researchers proposed Huffman cod-
ing for packets compression. Proposed ‘‘RTOC’’ compresses
packets payload without ‘‘MCs’’. Algorithm [28] cross-
check ‘‘MCs’’ along with original packets to detects flood
attacks. According to the mathematical and simulation-based
analysis of algorithm [35], algorithm [28] consumes more
resources, which further increases packet-loss-ratios and
decreases packet-delivery-ratios (This assumption is proved
in article [35]). ‘‘RTOC’’ enhances resources consumption,
which further enhanced packet-delivery-ratios and reduces
packet-loss-ratios. However, ‘‘RTOC’’ works like algorithm
[28] which is susceptible to some attacks as mentioned earlier
in the shortcoming of article [28].

In article [35] researchers proposed ‘‘IFAM’’, which
detects flood attacks in a specific scenario (Specific scenario
of two-sites). In this particular scheme, authors deployed
‘‘IDS’’ in some specific nodes, which forward packets
between two sites. In this particular algorithm, ‘‘IDS’’ based
nodes generate a key (‘‘TAs’’ have that specific algorithm
that creates the same key). In the initial phase, all nodes
forward the request packet to ‘‘TAs’’ for ‘‘PRLS’’ except
‘‘IDS’’ based nodes, which append key along with packet
for rate-unlimited-certificate. ‘‘TAs’’ grant ‘‘PRLS’’ to all
nodes except ‘‘IDS’’ based nodes, which are assigned rate-
unlimited-certificate. In the forwarding phase, all nodes
append the ‘‘PRLS’’ along with the packets payload and sign
(encrypt with private key) the packets. When an ordinary
node (Nodes in networks except IDS-based nodes) forwards
a packet to ‘‘IDS’’ based nodes, ‘‘IDS’’ based nodes verify
the signature, and ‘‘PRLS’’, then decrease the count value
by one of that particular node. Although this is an efficient
scheme to mitigates misbehaving nodes which launch flood
attacks in two-sites scenario. However, whenmalicious nodes
forge/compromise the ‘‘TAs’’ key, obviously it will create
the ‘‘PRLS’’ for themselves, which is obviously a prob-
lem/shortcoming of this particular scheme.

Researchers an article [35] modified the ‘‘IFAM’’
algorithm to propose ‘‘HFAM’’ for a generic scenario in
which all nodes have IDS, and every node ‘‘IDS’’ generates
a key. In the forwarding phase, sender node ‘‘IDS’’ verifies
the packet’s signature, generates a specific number (key),
appends with the packets to creates ‘‘Message Authentication

Code (MAC)’’. Receiver nodes ‘‘IDS’’ verify all credentials
by a reverse process to detect flood attacks. Although this
is a very efficient scheme, however, ‘‘IDS’’ is deployed in
all nodes which counts packets for all nodes, this makes
the system vulnerable to attacks, as all ‘‘IDS’’ based nodes
create the same key and malicious nodes can easily guess the
key and can launch some certain attacks (downside, not fair
system).

A. ANALYSIS
This section analyzes and summarizes the related works on
our proposed parameters list mentioned in Table 1. Misbe-
havior nodes launches various attacks outlined already in
this article. Flooding attack overuse the limited resources
and also create nodes unavailability issues in the networks.
Moreover, significantly degrades the network performance
(decreases packet delivery ratios and throughput). We take
various parameters to summarized the misbehaved nodes
which is discussed as follow.

- Algorithms-Type (AT): Generically there are three
types of algorithms proposed in the research articles, that
is Detective-Algorithms (DAs), Preventive-Algorithms
(PAs), and some are hybrid (DAs/PAs), which uses both.

- Algorithms-Methodology (AM): The researchers pro-
posed various detection methodology to cope with mali-
cious nodes, such as Probabilistic-Methodology (PM),
Deterministic-Methodology (DM), and some are hybrid
(PM/DM at the same time). Few researchers proposed
very efficient and straight-forward method to thwart
malicious nodes, which enhanced the detection time, and
detection probability.

- Trusted-Nodes (TN): Few researchers proposed TN
along with proposed algorithms to weed-out mali-
cious nodes. The TN in various proposed algorithms
plays various role. The role of TN is very important
because the algorithms without TN have high false
positive/false negative ratios. TN have various role
(TNR) in various proposed algorithms/schemes, such
as Certificate-Allocation (CAs), Black-Listing (BL),
Key-Generation (KG), Algorithm-Detection (ADs),
Reputation-Calculation (RCs), Reputation-Allocation
(RAs), and Probability-Calculation (PC).

- Algorithm-Procedure (AP): Some of the researchers
proposed an efficient procedure to cope with misbe-
having nodes. However, few proposed algorithms have
complex detection procedure, which is not time efficient
to detect malicious nodes (long time to detect malicious
nodes). This article categorized various proposed algo-
rithms into two categories, such as Complex-Algorithm
(CA) and Non-Complex-Algorithms (NCA).

- Algorithm-Efficiency (AE): In few research articles,
researchers proposed an efficient mitigation algorithms
which is suitable for DTNs, however, some of the pro-
posed mitigation algorithms are inefficient to weed-out
malicious nodes and costly. This article categorized
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algorithms into three categories, such as Efficient-
Algorithms (EA), Very-Efficient-Algorithm (VEA), and
Non-Efficiency-Algorithms (NEA).

- Detection-Scheme (DS): Few researchers proposed
algorithms which detect malicious nodes with col-
laboration of various nodes. This article divided
Detection-Scheme into two categories. such asDetection-
With-Collaboration (DWC) and Detection-Without-
Collaboration (DWOC). In the DWC schemes the
detection responsibility is distributed among all the
nodes unlike DWOC schemes in which the detection
responsibility on one specific node.

- Mitigation-Action (MA): The researchers proposed
various mitigation action against malicious nodes
which launch flooding attacks (Blacklisting (BL),
Buffer-Allocation (BA).

- Detection-Accuracy (DA): This article categorized the
Detection-Accuracy into four categories, such as Poor,
Good, Better, Best.

- Routing-Protocol (RP): Few researchers proposed mit-
igation algorithm which is applicable in some specific
routing protocol, however some schemes are applicable
in all routing protocols of DTNs.

III. FLOOD ATTACKS MITIGATION SCHEMES TAXONOMY
(FAMST)/CLASSIFICATION OF FLOOD ATTACKS
Misbehavior nodes are catastrophic for ICV-DTNs. Resear-
chers proposed various algorithms to cope with misbehavior
nodes (which is already discussed in the previous section
of this article) in DTNs [96], [97]. This section discusses
mitigation techniques to handle misbehavior nodes in DTNs.
This article critically analyzed previously proposed mitiga-
tion algorithms to propose a unique taxonomy of various
mitigation schemes. Here, few schemes are previously pro-
posed and some are the unique classification of this article.
Fig. 3 shows the unique taxonomy of flood attacks mitiga-
tion schemes [56]. Following are the two main categories of
previously proposed mitigation schemes.

A. CENTRALIZED/SINGLE-NODE-BASED-MITIGATION
(CNBM)
A few researchers proposed CNBM algorithms to cope with
misbehaving nodes [54], [98]. In CNBMS, researchers pro-
posed a single node for mitigation of misbehaving nodes [84].
In these schemes, researchers select a single node among
multiple nodes in networks for the mitigation of misbehaving
nodes. This article further classified CNBM schemes into two
categories [35], [54].

1) NETWORK-NODE-BASED-DETECTION (NNBD)
In NNBD, all nodes participate equally to detect malicious
nodes. When malicious nodes forward malicious packets to
benign nodes, benign nodes have a built-in capability to
detect malicious flood attacks.

2) DESIGNATED-NODE-BASED-DETECTION (DNBD)
In DNBD schemes, researchers proposed designated/specific
node in networks for malicious attacks detection. Unlike
NNBD, in these schemes, researchers specify a single node
for attacks detection (In NNBD, detection responsibility is
not assigned to a specific node) [54]. In DNBD schemes,
researchers assign various responsibilities to designated
node. A node either monitors a single node or the whole
networks [99], based on this observation, DNBD is further
classified into the following two categories.
* Watcher-Node-Based-Detection (WNBD):- In WNBD,

a designated node either monitors a nearer single node or
monitors a communication channel/medium [99]. Based
on this observation, WNBD schemes are further classi-
fied into the following classes.

- Watcher-Neighbor-Node-Based-Detection (WNNBD):-
In WNNBD, the designated node monitors only con-
nected/neighbor nodes for malicious attacks [54].

- Watcher-Medium-Based-Detection (WMBD):- In this
category, the designated watcher node monitors a single
channel/medium for malicious attacks.

* Network-Guard-Based-Detection (NGNBD):- In NGN
BD, the designated monitoring node has the responsi-
bility to monitors whole networks for fraudulent attacks.
Themonitoring node either staticallymonitors thewhole
networks or dynamically moves in the networks to
detects malicious nodes [54], [100]. Based on this find-
ing/analysis, this article further classified NGNBD into
the following sub-categories.

- Static-Network-Guard-Node-Based-Detection (SNGN
BD):- In SNGNBD, the designated guard node is static
in a specific position in the network to monitors whole
networks. All packets/bundles pass through this designated
node (the designated node inspects all packets for malicious
attacks) [54]. This type of scheme is ineffective in DTNs
because passing all packets are very difficult to deploy in
DTNs, due to the intermittent connectivity and the sparse
nature of nodes in ad-hoc networks [35].

- Mobile-Network-Guard-Node-Based-Detection (MNGN
BD):- Unlike SNGNBD, in MNGNBD designated guard
node is dynamic, and moves along with all packets to
detects malicious attacks. Few researchers proposed this
type of scheme. However, according to the analyses of this
article, this is almost impossible to practically implements
in ad-hoc networks (Not possible to efficiently and effec-
tively implemented in DTNs) [54].

B. DISTRIBUTED/COOPERATIVE-NODES-BASED-
MITIGATION (DNBM)
According to the critical examinations of this article, Some
researchers proposed DNBM algorithms to smash malicious
nodes, which launch flood attacks [101]. In DNBM algo-
rithms, multiple nodes detect malicious nodes with collabo-
ration. On a positive note, DNBM schemes are very efficient
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TABLE 1. Analyses of literature review.

in detecting malicious nodes. The proposed schemes reduce
the ratios of false positive and false negative. Researchers
proposed both preventive and detective-based distributive
algorithms to glitch malicious nodes [54]. That is why this
article further classified DNBM algorithms/schemes into the
following two categories.

1) PREVENTIVE-APPROACH (PA)
As mentioned earlier in this article, few researchers pro-
posed preventive-based algorithms to crumble misbehaving
malicious nodes in DTNs [102], [103]. Preventive-based
algorithms prevent various attacks, whichminimize the catas-
trophic consequences of various attacks. The Studies of this
article suggests that preventive measures can be put in place
to prevent attacks (DTNs have limited resources, thus a good
approach for DTNs). According to the findings of this arti-
cle, flood prevention is preferable to flood detection due to
the scarcity of resources [35], [54]. According to the crit-
ical analyses of this paper, few research articles proposed
pure preventive schemes. However, few researchers assign
rate-limit-certificate to latch malicious nodes. Based on this
observation, this article further classified PA into the follow-
ing two types [35], [54].

- Certificate-Based-Detection-Scheme (CBDS):- In this
category, researchers proposed a hybrid rate-limit-
certificate along with a preventive strategy to hinder
malicious attacks. This type of approach mitigates mis-
behaving nodes which launch flood attacks [28], [54].
In such algorithms, researchers have predefined a thresh-
old (rate-limit-certificate) for all nodes in order to
control the number of packets for malicious nodes.
If malicious nodes violate this limit, the proposed algo-
rithms black-list thosemalicious nodes. This article calls
this type of scheme CBDS.

- Intrusion-Prevention-Schemes (IPS):- IPS-based sche-
mes are powerful enough to contend with malicious
nodes in ad-hoc networks. Few researchers proposed IPS
schemes to thwart malicious nodes which launch flood
attacks in DTNs [35], [104]. This article further catego-
rized IPS-based schemes/algorithms into the following
classes.

* Hardware-Based-IPS (HBIPS):- In this type of
IPS scheme, designated hardware is designed to
cope with misbehaving nodes. However, HBIPS are
expensive. It has a high manufacturing costs, but
HBIPS are fast and efficiently detect various attacks
(the quality of this category). This further minimize
false positive and false negative ratios [54].

* Software-Based-IPS (SBIPS):- In this kind of IPS,
the programmers develop a set of instructions (pro-
grams) to deal with nodal misbehaving attacks.
Unlike HBIPS, SBIPS schemes are easily develop
and have low manufacturing cost [35], [54]. That is
why SBIPS have low detection accuracy/efficiency
relative to HBIPS. Both HBIPS and SBIPS use
various strategies to detect malicious attacks, which
are discuss below.
+ Signature-Based-IPS (SGBIPS):- Few research-

ers proposed SGBIPS schemes to muddle with
misbehaving nodes. SGBIPS schemes detect
attacks with known signatures of various attacks.
It is a powerful methods to weed-out mali-
cious nodes from networks. But it has a high
development costs in terms of times [54]. Secu-
rity engineers/ programmers spend a lot of
time collecting the signatures of various attacks.
Furthermore, SGBIPS schemes are inefficient
in the detection of zero-day attacks, this is the
downside of SGBIPS. As, intruders developed
new viruses/worms/spywares/ransomwares, and
new attacks strategies every day. SGBIPS
schemes are either implemented in a single node
or multiple nodes. It is further classified into the
following categories.

@ Single-Node-Signature-Scheme (SNSS):- In
this sort of signature scheme, researchers sug-
gested signature-based IPS in a single node,
which is responsible for the detection of var-
ious attacks. However, SNSS is inefficient in
ad-hoc networks (detects attacks only when all
packets pass through this designated signature
node, which is almost impossible in ad-hoc
networks) [35], [54].
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@ Multiple-Nodes-Signature-Scheme (MNSS):-
Few researchers offered MNSS. In MNSS,
researchers implemented signature-based IPS
in multiple nodes instead of signal node [35].
This sort of scheme is an efficient to detects
various attacks relatives to SNSS.

@ All-Nodes-Signature-Scheme (ANSS):- Few
researchers proposed the signature scheme in
all participating network nodes [35], [105].
On a positive note, the detection rate of vari-
ous attacks are higher than SNSS, and MNSS.
However, it is costly and difficult to deploy in
ad-hoc networks.

+ Anomaly-Based-IPS (ABIPS):- Unlike SGBIPS,
ABIPS detects various attacks with attack-
ers/malicious nodes’ behavior. According to the
verdicts of this article, it is an efficient approach
to cope with malicious attacker nodes (detects
zero-day attacks) [54]. However, the detection
of attacks with nodes’ behavior are tough task,
which is obviously the hitch of ABIPS. ABIPS
schemes need a lot of effort to develop (high
development cost, depends on programmer effi-
ciency, wastes a lot of programmer energies).

2) DETECTIVE-APPROACH (DA)
Few researchers proposed detective approach to mitigates
flood attacks in DTNs. In DA, researchers proposed algo-
rithms, which detect misbehavior nodes before weed-out/
black-list malicious nodes from the networks [34], [45], [49],
[55], [89]. This is a very optimal strategy to thwart vari-
ous malicious nodes (exactly detects malicious nodes and
black-list the malicious nodes), however slow detection is the
downside [106]. According to the critical study of this article,
various researchers proposed various detective strategies to
set aside malicious nodes. That is why this article further
classified DA into the following three categories.
@ Encounter-Scheme-Based-Detection (ESBD):- Encoun-

ter(s) is the meeting (contact(s)) between two DTNs
nodes. When encounter(s) occurs between two nodes,
all nodes save encounter(s) history information. Based
on the encounter(s), some researchers have proposed
detection and mitigation algorithms to cope with misbe-
haved nodes [34], [35], [54]. This article calls this type
of approach ESBD. It is a very good approach to handle
misbehavior nodes, which launch both flood and packet
drop attacks. According to the investigations of this
article, researchers detect malicious nodes with various
encounter(s) information. Based on this observation, this
article further classified ESBD into two categories.
- Encounter-History-Based-Detection (EHBD):- In
EHBD schemes, researchers proposed, packet his-
tory information (Node Identity, Packet-Sequence-
Number, and Packet-Time-Stamp (arrival Time)) to
detect malicious nodes [54]. This article subdivides
EHBD into the following two categories.

+ Packet-Sequence-Number-Based-Detection (PSN
BD):- In such algorithms, researchers proposed
packet-sequence-number to eliminate malicious
nodes from the networks.

+ Packet-Time-Based-Detection (PTBD):- In PTBD
scheme, researchers use time-stamp (packet arrival
time) to mitigate misbehavior nodes attacks.

- Encounter-Counter-Based-Detection (ECBD) Few
researchers proposed counter-based detection
schemes. Through these algorithms, researchers
count the number of encounter(s) (contact(s)) of
various nodes to deal with malicious nodes [54].

@ Protocol-Based-Detection-Scheme (PBDS):- When
some extra capability is plugged into an existing security
protocol to detects and mitigates misbehavior nodes,
we call it protocol-based defense scheme [54]. Few
researchers proposed protocol-based defense schemes
to diminish misbehaved nodes. Researchers proposed
various strategies to cope with misbehaving nodes based
on PBDS. That is why this article further categorized
PBDS into the following categories.

* Architecture-Protocol-Based-Detection (APBD):-
Few researchers proposed security architecture-
based schemes to handle misbehaving nodes
which launch malicious attacks. In these schemes,
researchers modify an existing security protocol
(bundle security protocol) to cope with misbehav-
ing nodes. We call it APBD.

* Existing-Routing-Protocol-Based-Detection (ERP
BD):- Some of the researchers modified an
existing routing protocols (FirstContact, Prophet,
SparyAndWait, SprayAndFocus, etc) to chuck-out
malicious nodes, which launch various mali-
cious attacks. These detection schemes are termed
ERPBS.

* New-Security-Protocol-Based-Detection (NSPB
D):- In this category of mitigation schemes,
researchers proposed novice routing algorithms to
handle malicious attacks. We term these detection
schemes as NSPBS.

@ Reputation-Based-Detection-Scheme (RBDS):- To han-
dle selfish nodes in DTNs, researchers proposed vari-
ous reputation-based schemes [50]. In reputation-based
schemes, reputation is given to nodes, to clutch the
selfish behavior of the selfish nodes. The researchers
proposed a variety of strategies to calculate nodal rep-
utation, such as TAs directly calculating nodal repu-
tation or researchers calculate nodal reputation from
acknowledgment packets [54]. Although, these types of
schemes/algorithms are very efficient in detecting a spe-
cial category of misbehaving nodes, which are known
as selfish nodes. However, the proposed schemes are
inefficient in detecting malicious nodes which launch
flood attacks, which is the drawback of the proposed
algorithms [54].
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IV. CRYPTANALYSIS OF EXISTING MITIGATION
ALGORITHMS/POSSIBLE ATTACKS ON PREVIOUSLY
PROPOSED SCHEMES
This section will critically and briefly analyzes previously
proposed algorithms in this particular security research
domain. Actually, in this section, this article launches various
theoretical attacks on previously proposed algorithms, which
are quite possible/practical.

A. ATTACK SCENARIO 01
Consider an attack scenario on article [85]. According to
this article, the nodes which encounter(s) infrequently and
forward lot of packets are the indicator of malicious behavior.
However, according to the analysis of this article, this is not
the case. Consider sparse networks of five vehicular nodes,
‘‘V1’’, ‘‘V2’’, ‘‘V3’’, ‘‘V4’’, and ‘‘V5’’. Node ‘‘V2’’ is mov-
ing near all other nodes in networks (which is encountered
frequently) and forwards many/sufficient packets (attacker
place ‘‘V2’’ near all nodes in networks, which is encounter(s)
frequently Or malicious nodes quickly move to change have
location near all other nodes). The proposed scheme assumes
‘‘V2’’ is benign, and allocates a significant amount of buffer
space (high false negative rate). Unlike ‘‘V2’’, ‘‘V1’’ is
moving far away from other nodes, and forwards a lot of mes-
sages. The proposed algorithm assumes, ‘‘V1’’ is malicious
and allocates less amount of space (after sometime black list
this node). However, this is obviously the wrong decision
(high false positive rate).

B. ATTACK SCENARIO 02
Consider a second attack scenario on the algorithm proposed
in article [85]. In this scheme, one particular routing protocol
(Prophet) is used. Consider an attack scenario in which one
particular malicious node (say ‘‘M1’’) using routing protocol
Epidemic, FirstContact, DiretDelivery, SprayAndWait, and
SprayAndFocus, etc. Obviously the proposed scheme cannot
detects this attack (successful attack launch), which is a short-
coming of this scheme.

C. ATTACK SCENARIO 03
Consider an attack scenario on the scheme [84]. There
are hundreds of nodes in ICV-DTNs, which are deployed
in sparse network environments. There are five malicious
nodes (‘‘M1’’,‘‘M2’’, ‘‘M3’’, ‘‘M4’’, and ‘‘M5’’). If mali-
cious nodes do not sharememory pictures with the designated
detection nodes (gateway nodes). The designated nodes obvi-
ously cannot collect buffer information from all nodes (Due
to sparse density). This particular algorithm cannot detects
all malicious nodes (In this scheme, all nodes share a buffer
picture with the designated nodes, and the designated nodes
have threshold values. If some nodes violate a certain thresh-
old, so algorithm detects it has malicious intent).

D. ATTACK SCENARIO 04
Consider another attack scenario on [84]. Intruder node ‘‘I1’’
targets the designated nodes to overflow the buffer space.

In this scenario, the designated nodes which are responsi-
ble for collecting buffer space information (detect malicious
nodes) from all nodes, do not accommodate in their buffer
(due to overflow, so cannot detect malicious nodes, single
point of failure).

E. ATTACK SCENARIO 05
Consider an attack scenario on proposed scheme [28]. If one
malicious node (say‘‘M1’’) creates ‘‘PRLS’’ and forwards
that bogus/fake ‘‘PRLS’’ to another malicious node (say
‘‘M2’’). If ‘‘M2’’ appends that fake certificate along with
the original message, so the benign nodes cannot verify
this certificate (due to scarce resources and sparse network).
Alternatively, if a malicious node creates a fake certificate for
himself, so it is very difficult for innocent nodes to verify that
certificate.

F. ATTACK SCENARIO 06
Consider an another attack scenario on [28]. If malicious
nodes forge ‘‘MCs’’, and forward them to innocent nodes.
The benign nodes do not have the capability to detect this
attack (very difficult for a benign nodes to verify ‘‘MCs’’).
This type of attack is not detected, because this particular
scheme detects flood attacks with ‘‘rate-limit-certificate’’
along with ‘‘MCs’’.

G. ATTACK SCENARIO 07
Consider another theoretical attack scenario on [28].
Assumes, ‘‘MCs’’ and rate limit certificate are genuine. How-
ever, if the malicious node (‘‘M1’’) violates the rate limit
(trusted authority assign rate limit), and forwards the packet
to the benign node (‘‘N1’’). So in this case innocent node
‘‘N1’’ does not detects the attack until all nodes in network
cross-check ‘‘MCs’’, which is very difficult (due to a large
number of nodes and large distance between nodes).

H. ATTACK SCENARIO 08
Assumes an attacker launches attacks on the proposed
scheme [45] from the inside network, which is quite pos-
sible (Most probable attack). Insider nodes have valid
cryptographic credentials (node identification key, random
number, and valid time-stamp), in this case, the proposed
algorithm [45] is not capable to detects flooding attacks.

I. ATTACK SCENARIO 09
Consider malicious node ‘‘A1’’ launches attacks on the pro-
posed algorithm [45] from outside of the network. If mali-
cious node uses/creates benign nodes key (‘‘B1’’ key), and
fresh time-stamp (quite possible attacks, which is known as
Sybil attack). In this case, the proposed algorithm detects and
blacklists benign node ‘‘B1’’ as an attacker node (High false
positive and false negative ratio).

J. ATTACK SCENARIO 10
Consider an attack scenario in which particular malicious
node ‘‘IN’’ launches an attack on the proposed scheme [87]
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FIGURE 3. Flood attacks mitigation schemes taxonomy (FAMST).

by creating a genuine message. ‘‘IN’’ forwards that genuine
message to ‘‘TA’’ for reputation. Once ‘‘TA’’ received the
genuine message, ‘‘TA’’ assigns good reputation value to
‘‘IN’’. After getting a reputation from ‘‘TA’’, ‘‘IN’’ uses this
reputation, and other nodes also verify the reputation, which
is already verified, so all nodes in the networks build trust on
‘‘IN’’ is benign, however in reality ‘‘IN’’ is malicious.

K. ATTACK SCENARIO 11
Consider another attack scenario on the proposed algorithm
[87]. A network that contains ten nodes. If two nodes ‘‘B’’
(benign node), and amalicious node ‘‘M’’ forward the request
packet (genuine packet) to ‘‘TA’’ for reputation. In this case,
‘‘TA’’ assigns a good reputation to both benign and malicious
nodes (it has high false positive and false negative ratios).
Actually ‘‘TA’’ cannot recognize fake and genuine packets.
This is not defined in this particular paper, as how ‘‘TA’’
recognized genuine and fake packets.

L. ATTACK SCENARIO 12
Consider sophisticated attack scenario on [87]. Assumes,
malicious node ‘‘N1’’ creates a fake reputation for himself
(which is quite possible). If ‘‘N1’’ forwards some packets to
benign nodes in the network, the benign nodes will accept
packets from ‘‘N1’’, because benign nodes assume node
‘‘N1’’ has valid reputation value (high false positive). The
benign nodes do not have the ability to verify the reputation in

the proposed algorithm [87] (very difficult to verify because
nodes are scattered, and may have a very large distance
between ‘‘TA’’ and other nodes in networks).

M. ATTACK SCENARIO 13
Consider an attack scenario on the proposed scheme [89]. The
proposed scheme [89] is similar to the proposed scheme [28].
So Attack Scenario 05, Attack Scenario 06, and Attack
Scenario 07 are quite possible to launch on this scheme
(Attack Scenarios are already mentioned in this article).

N. ATTACK SCENARIO 14
Consider an attacker node launches attacks on the proposed
algorithm [88]. The attacker node targets a stream node
(‘‘SN’’), which is designated for attacks detection. It over-
flows the buffer of ‘‘SN’’ through flooding attacks. In this par-
ticular scenario, the proposed scheme will unable to detects
even a single attack (single point of failure). Also according to
the researcher in this article, ‘‘SN’’ calculates actual delivery
probability and estimated probability. However, according to
the examinations of this article, which is very difficult for
‘‘SN’’ to calculates in vehicular networks (almost impossible
due to attacks on ‘‘SN’’).

O. ATTACK SCENARIO 15
Consider an attack scenario on the proposed algorithm [35].
If the intruder nodes target ‘‘IDS’’ based-nodes, which
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overwhelm/fail ‘‘IDS’’ based-nodes. If the ‘‘IDS’’ based-
nodes fail, which will cause the failure of whole networks
(single point of failure). Also, if an attacker replaces some
nodes with malicious nodes, which can create keys like gen-
uine ‘‘IDS’’, in this case, the proposed scheme will unable to
detects/mitigates attacks.

V. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
ICV-DTNs are vulnerable to numerous security challenges/
attacks, already mentioned in this article. Specifically, the
use of open wireless links to forwarding bundles pro-
vides straightforward opportunities for misbehaving nodes
to attacks [107], [108], [109]. For example, in ICNs, mis-
behaving nodes can insert a large number of fake-bundles
into the networks [55]. If benign nodes further forward
these fake/false packets, the attacker creates large numbers
of forged messages/packets to the networks. Due to the
resource scarcity characteristics of ICNs, the extra messages/
packets may lay serious security issues on the operation
of ICV-DTNs. These loop-holes on ICV-DTNs security are
more challenging as compare to traditional networks like
MANETs, and WSNs, this is due to their unique secu-
rity nature. Unlike Ad-hoc, and TCP/IP-based networks,
ICV-DTNs have unique network protocol architecture (bun-
dle protocol architecture), therefore they have new research
issues.

ICV-DTNs have many problems, which are already out-
lined in this article. Misbehaving nodes are one of the
research issue in ICV-DTNs. Misbehavior nodes launch
attacks towaste precious resources, increase throughput (self-
ish nodes) (Selfish nodes drop other nodes packets to save
their own’s resources), spread bogus packets, and create
nodes unavailability problems.

Misbehavior intruder nodes launch flood attacks to waste
precious resources of ICV-DTNs. Misbehavior Selfish nodes
usually drop packets of other nodes. Also, selfish nodes
launch flood attacks to increase throughput. Researchers
study the impact of misbehaving flood attacks on PDRs,
PLRs, TBWCs, and TBCs [35], [54]. Due to flood attacks,
PDRs are decreased, while PLRs are increased significantly
(due to resources consumption) [10], [28], [35], [110].

Flood attack are a very challenging research issue in
ICV-DTNs security. Researchers proposed some efficient
algorithms to thwart this problem/issue. However, every
algorithm has own merits and demerits. No perfect solution
to this problem is proposed yet (according to our knowledge).
This is still a big challenging research issue in DTNs. So it
is urgent to propose an efficient algorithms to tackle this
research problem. Below are a few issues of existing proposed
algorithms (previously proposed algorithms for flood attacks
detection and mitigation), which are discussed in this section.

A. LOOP HOLES OF EXISTING FLOOD MITIGATION
ALGORITHMS
Few researchers proposed very efficient algorithms to combat
flood attacks. However, some of the solutions are applicable

only in constrained environments [48]. Researchers pro-
posed Guard-Node [84] (Central-Guard in which all packets
are passed through a single node, and Mobile-Guard-Node/
StreamNode (SN) [88] in which designated node monitors
whole networks) which is not a feasible solution (Cen-
tralized based solution is not efficient in DTNs, DTNs
need distributed algorithms) due to intermittent connectiv-
ity. Also, if Central-Guard-node is compromise, the whole
networks will be compromise (single point of failure). Also,
Guard-Node-based algorithms have a high cost (Need extra
nodes for detection). Some of the researchers proposed
PRLS-based [28] algorithms, which use crosschecking strat-
egy to mitigate/detect misbehavior intruder nodes, however,
they always need a connected environment. The second prob-
lem with PRLS-based algorithms are high detection time
because malicious nodes are not detected until other nodes
crosscheck all packets, which ultimately cause more resource
consumption until detection (high detection time, which fur-
ther decreased PDRs).

Few researchers proposed ER-based [89] algorithms for
floodmitigation, However like PRLS-based they always need
connected environment (Nodes are disconnected in DTNs
frequently). ER algorithms share EH information with all
nodes in networks, which consume the buffer-space of those
particular nodes. This ultimately cause low PDRs and high
PLRs. The second problem with ER-based algorithms are
an inability to detect colluding attacks (a particular type
of attack in which misbehavior nodes collaborate to launch
flooding attacks). The third problem with ER-based algo-
rithms are high detection time like PRLS-based algorithms.
ER-based algorithms have also a high cost (high cost in
terms of TBWCs and TBCs, because they share EH packets
with all nodes in networks, this consume a lot of memory
space and bandwidth). Some of the researchers proposed
protocol-based [45] detection, however, it only detects out-
sider misbehavior nodes (details of outsider misbehavior
nodes are already mentioned in the literature review section
of this article). Few researchers proposed [85] algorithm for
flood mitigation, but [85] only works for Prophet protocol
(DTNs need algorithms, which are applicable in all routing
protocols). Also, the false-positive and false-negative ratios
of this algorithm are very high.

Apart from the above-mentioned issues, researchers claim
that due to flooding attacks resources (TBWCs, TBCs, and
energy) are consumed [35], [54]. However, according to our
knowledge researchers did not show with simulation results
how much resources are consumed (Research articles did
not demonstrate resources consumption calculation code).
Furthermore, most of the researchers defined that there are
two types of flood attacks (packetflood (PFA) and repli-
caflood (RFA)). However, according to the critical obser-
vations and analyses of this paper, there are so many other
categories of flood attacks. According to the verdicts of this
paper, if researchers correctly define different types of flood
attacks (define all/various categories of flood attacks), then
their mitigation will be easy for new researchers in this
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field of research. Table 2 summarizes Loop-Holes, Detection
Delay/Detection Accuracy, Feasibility/Scalability, and Over-
head of previously proposed schemes [35], [54].

VI. FLOOD ATTACKS TAXONOMY/OUR PROPOSED
CLASSIFICATION OF FLOOD ATTACKS
Mitigating flood attacks are one of the most challenging
research problem of ICV-DTN security (which is already
drafted in this article). The researchers proposed a few
efficient algorithms to fray misbehavior attacker nodes
that launch flood attacks [35], [87], [89], [111]. However,
each algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages,
as already outlined in this article. According to the findings
of this article, the detection of flood attacks are difficult,
this is only because of the absence of the appropriate def-
inition of flood attacks. Most of the researchers believe
that there are two types of flood attacks, i.e. PFA and
RFA [28], [84], [85], [88] (already mentioned in this arti-
cle, few researchers defined some other categories of flood
attacks).

Nevertheless, according to this article’s analyses, poorly
behaved nodes use a variety of strategies to launch flood
attacks. If the researchers correctly define malicious nodes
strategies that launch flood attacks or split a big problem into
small pieces. Then try to solve problemswith some newmeth-
ods like divide-conquer, machine learning-based algorithms,
and computational thinking-based algorithms, so according
to the verdicts of this article, its solution will not be too
much difficult. Moreover, if researchers try to solve atleast
the sub-part of the problem (divide-conquer), this will be a
good solution (according to the observations of this article).
Furthermore, according to the critical analyses of this arti-
cle, the solution based on computational thinking/Machine
learning based is the best solution to challenging problems
[112], [113]. Computational thinking-based solutions contain
the following steps.

* Decomposition:- Decomposition is the process of
breaking down a complex/big problem into smaller
sub-problems.

* Abstraction:- Abstraction is a particular model of an
existing system that leaves out unnecessary details.

* Pattern Recognition:- During the solution of a problem,
find all those parts that are similar to existing problems,
which are already solved by some brilliant researchers.
Then researchers may use an existing solution or tweak
an existing solution to solve the particular/current prob-
lem (in our case, flood attacks).

* Brand New Algorithm:- After applying above all
activities/steps, researchers try to propose a brand new
algorithm (novel) to solve a particular problem (in our
case flood attacks).

This section discusses the various strategies of malicious
nodes which launch flood attacks (Some of the attack types
are already existing flood attacks and some are possible
attacks (unique contribution of this article).

FIGURE 4. Malicious nodes flood attacks taxonomy.

A. MISBEHAVIOR NODES
Ad-hocNetworks routing/forwarding is based on the assump-
tion that the host forwards all packets from other nodes and
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TABLE 2. Summery of previously proposed schemes.

does not inject a large number of packets for over-exploitation
of limited resources. However, at times certain nodes violate
this hypothesis/assumption [34], [54]. A specific node that
violates this assumption (launches various attacks) is known
as misbehavior node/poorly behaved node [54], [114], [115],
[116]. There are two types of misbehavior nodes, which are
followed as.

1) MALICIOUS NODES
Nodes in ICV-DTN, which inject a large number of
bundles/packets to over-exploit the scarce resources of
ICV-DTNS are referred to as malicious nodes (outlined
already in this article) [35], [54], [117], [118]. Usually, the
behavior of misbehavior malicious nodes are to forward
many packets into the networks (sometimes malicious nodes
drop(s) bundles/packets to induce attacks). This type of secu-
rity attack is formally known as a flood/DOS attack, which
overuses scarce resources (buffer space, bandwidth, energy
resources), and also create nodes’ unavailability issues in
networks [35], [54]. The detection and mitigation of flood
attacks are one of the most difficult issue in ICV-DTNs
(alreadymentioned in this paper).Many researchers proposed
various algorithms to fracas flood attacks, however, every
algorithm has its merits and demerits (already outlined in
this article). So flood attacks mitigation are an open research
problem in DTNs.

This article further classified malicious nodes into two
types, based on the cryptographic credentials (user-name,
key, certificate), which are presented as follow.

a: INSIDER-MALICIOUS/INTERNAL-MALICIOUS NODES
Those nodes which have valid cryptographic credentials,
such as valid user-name, valid key, and valid certificate

(not expired/forge) are called Insider-Malicious nodes [12].
Detection, prevention, and mitigation of Insider-Malicious
nodes are very challenging task in ICV-DTNs [54]. Internal-
Malicious nodes can launch flood attacks and their mitigation
are not possible through authentication only. Researchers
proposed algorithms to detect and mitigate internal mali-
cious nodes. But still, this is a challenging research issue in
ICV-DTNs [54].

b: OutSider-MALICIOUS/EXTERNAL-MALICIOUS NODES
Unlike Insider-Malicious nodes, OutSider-Malicious nodes
do not have valid cryptographic credentials [12]. Detection,
prevention, and mitigation of OutSider-Malicious nodes are
easy task as compared to Insider-Malicious nodes. OutSider-
Malicious nodes problems/attacks are easily solve by nodes
authentication [54].

The Insider-malicious and OutSider-Malicious nodes usu-
ally launch two different types of attacks, which are followed
as [54].
* DOS-Flood/Single-Source-Flood (SSFA): In this type of

attack, a single malicious node launches flood attacks.
* DDOS-Flood/Multiple-Source-Flood (MSFA): In this

type of attack, multiple malicious nodes carry out col-
laborative flood attacks.

The malicious nodes use various strategies to launch
SSFA/MSFA attacks. Based on the various strategies this arti-
cle further categorized SSFA (DOS)/MSFA (DDOS) attacks
into two classes, which are presented as follow [35].

- Static-Flood-Attack (SFA): In this category of flood
attacks, malicious nodes are static to launch attacks.

- Dynamic-Flood-Attack (DFA): In this kind of attacks,
malicious nodes are dynamic (in motion) to initiate
attacks.
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During flood attacks, multiple nodes can target a single node
as well as multiple nodes [54]. From this analysis, this article
breaks down such attacks into two different categories.

+ Single-Destination-Flood-Attack (SDFA): In this cate-
gory, malicious nodes target a single destination. This
article further classified this into two categories [54].

* Single-Source-Single-Destination-Flood (SSSDFA):
In this category of flooding, a single source targets
a single destination.

* Multiple-Source-Single-Destination-Flood (MSS-
DFA): InMSSDFA,multiplemalicious nodes target
only one destination.

+ Multiple-Destination-Flood-Attacks (MDFA): In this
category of flood attacks, malicious nodes always launch
flood attacks on multiple destinations, which is further
classified into the following categories.

- Single-Source-Multiple-Destination-Flood (SSM-
DFA): In this class of flood attacks, a single mali-
cious source node targets multiple innocent nodes
to launches flood attacks.

- Multiple-Source-Multiple-Destination-Flood (MS-
MDFA): Under this category of flood attacks, sev-
eral malicious nodes target several benign nodes for
catastrophic flood attacks [54].

In either case, single destination or multiple destinations
(mentioned above in this article), malicious nodes can launch
attacks on static nodes as well as dynamic nodes. This article
gives names to these types of attacks, Static-Target-Flood-
Attack (STFA) and Dynamic-Target-Flood-Attacks (DTFA)
[54].

@ Static-Target-Flood-Attack (STFA): In such flood
attacks, the targeted nodes are always static (the attack-
ing nodes are static and dynamic, both categories are
possible, however, the targeted nodes are always static)
[54].

@ Dynamic-Target-Flood-Attack (DTFA): Within this cat-
egory of flood attacks, targeted innocent nodes are
always dynamic, but intruder nodes may be dynamic or
static (both cases are possible).

As mentioned previously in this article, the invading nodes’
target either dynamic nodes or static nodes. However, mali-
cious nodes use various types of packets to target innocent
nodes. Based on this findings (bundles/packets), this article
categorized flood attacks into the following categories.

@@ Genuine-Packet-Flood-Attack (GPFA):- In GPFA,
malicious intruder nodes use genuine packets (packets
that have a valid format, bitsize, control information,
valid size payload, valid header, time-stamp, and signa-
ture) to launch attacks. Sometimes intruder nodes use
different packets and sometimes use the same packets
(replica of the original packet) to launch flood attacks
[35], [54]. Based on this analyses this article further
categorized GPFA into the following two categories.

- Packet-Flood-Attack (PFA):- In PFA, the attacker
nodes send/forward large number of different
packets [28], [83], [84].

- Replica-Flood-Attack (RFA):- In this category of
attacks, intruder nodes forward a large number of
replicas (copies) of the same packets [28], [83],
[84].

@@ Bogus-Packet-Flood-Attacks (BPFA):- Unlike inGPFA,
in this category of attacks, malicious nodes use bogus
packets (which do not have valid packet size, header
information, payload, etc) to launch catastrophic flood
attacks. According to our knowledge, the researchers
did not identified BPFA, however, according to the
studies of this article BPFA attacks are quite possible.
This article further classified BPFA into the following
four categories.

+ Blank-Packet-Flood (BLPFA):- In this category of
flood attacks, attackers launch attacks with blank
packets to waste the processing resources of benign
nodes.

+ Large-Size-Packet-Flood (LSPFA):- In this type of
attack, the attacker launches attacks by large packet
size to overuse scarce resources (buffer, bandwidth,
and energy) of innocent nodes.

+ Malicious-Packet-Flood (MPFA):- In this category
of attacks, intruder nodes launch attacks by mali-
cious packets [34] like Botnet on the Internet, which
divert the behavior of innocent nodes.

+ Bogus-Identity-Packet-Flood (BOIPFA):- In BOIP-
FA, the attackers use a bogus identity to launch
flood attacks. This article further classified
BOIPFA Attacks into the following two categories.

* Identity-Less-Packet-Flood (ILPFA):- In this
kind of attack, the malicious nodes discard iden-
tity (Address) from the packets header to launch
flood attacks. Malicious nodes either discard
source identity information or destination iden-
tity information from packets to launch attacks.
Based on this observation, this article further
classified ILPFA into the following categories.

@ Source-Identity-Less-Packet-Flood (SILPFA):-
In this category of attacks, malicious nodes
discard their own identity from the packets.

@ Destination-Identity-Less-Packet-Flood (DIL-
PFA):- In such a category, malicious nodes dis-
card the destination identity from the packets.
There are two possibilities according to the
studies of this article, malicious nodes either
discard the identity of the destination, then for-
ward packets, which overuse innocent nodes’
resources, or malicious nodes use bogus des-
tination identity to launch attacks [85]. The
packets will travel but do not reach the desti-
nation, which overuse the scarce resources of
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FIGURE 5. MMSLFA/wicked-flood-attack (WFA).

innocent nodes (a lot of bandwidth consump-
tion) [34], [35], [54].

* Spoof-Identity-Flood Attacks (SIFA):- In SIFA,
attackers use the identity of other nodes in the
networks to launch flood attacks [85].

2) SELFISH NODES
A specific category of misbehaving nodes, which drop(s)
packets are known as selfish nodes [34]. There are so
many reasons for packet drop(s). Few nodes drop(s) packets
due to memory overloading, insufficient processing power,
hardware/software issues (all those nodes are innocent, not
selfish) [35], [54]. However, some nodes intentionally drop(s)
packets due to selfish behavior (There are various categories
of selfish nodes). Such as Wicked-Selfish (Nodes which
have free buffer space and sufficient processing/forwarding
capability, but drop(s) packets are known as Wicked-Selfish
nodes) [54]. Wicked-Selfish are further classified into Deaf-
Dumb-Selfish (intentionally do not receive packets from for-
warder nodes to save its resources) and hypocritical-Selfish
nodes (a type of selfish nodes which received packets from
forwarder nodes, but silently drop(s) packets to save their
processing/forwarding power/energy) [54].

Fig. 4 shows unique taxonomy of malicious nodes which
launch flood attacks.

VII. ANALYSES (ANALYTIC AND QUANTITATIVE
ANALYSES OF FLOODING ATTACKS)
This section analyzes/summarizes the related works and var-
ious flood attacks scenarios on our proposed parameters rig-
orously. Literature reviews on flood attacks are summarized
in Table 3 and Table 4 [35], [54]. The following parameters
were used to analyze and evaluate the related works [54].

- Detection Procedure:- This parameter discusses the
detection procedures of previously proposed algorithms
(Researchers proposed various detection procedures to
cope with misbehaving nodes).

- Mitigation:- In this parameter, this article discusses the
mitigation of proposed algorithms (which are different
in various proposed mitigation schemes).

- Drawback:- Shortcomings of the previously proposed
detection schemes are highlighted in this parameter.

FIGURE 6. MMMLFA/collaborative-flood-attack (CFA).

FIGURE 7. SMMLFA/super/bold-flood-attack (S/BFA).

- Algorithm Type:- Researchers proposed broadly two
types of algorithms (Centralized and distributed) to cope
with misbehaving nodes, which launch flood attacks.
In centralized schemes, one node is responsible for
attacks detection, unlike distributed schemes in which
many nodes collaborate to detect flood attacks (already
outlined in this article). In this parameter, this article
categorized various detection algorithms types.

- Practical Implementation (Deployment):- This param-
eter analyzes the practical implementation of the
proposed schemes. This article categorized previ-
ously proposed schemes into three categories i.e Low,
medium, and high.

- Strategy:- This parameter analyses the strategies of
previously proposed algorithms, this article classified
strategies into four groups i.e good, better, best, and
average.

- Detection Methodology:- In this parameter this article
analyzed the detectionmethodology of various proposed
algorithms for flood attacks (which is different in various
proposed algorithms)

- Classification (According to Proposed Taxonomy):-
This parameter classifies previously proposed algo-
rithms according to the proposed taxonomy of this
article.
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TABLE 3. Analyses of previously proposed mitigation algorithms 01.

A. ATTACKS SCENARIOS/DEMONSTRATION OF VARIOUS
FLOOD ATTACKS SCENARIOS
The misbehaved nodes use various strategies to launch
flood attacks. For illustration purposes, this article considers
three attacks scenarios. Multiple-Malicious-Sole-Legitimate-
Flood-Attacks (MMSLFA), Multiple-Malicious-Multiple-
Legitimate-Flood-Attacks (MMMLFA), and Sole-Malicious-
Multiple-Legitimate-Flood-Attacks (SMMLFA) [54].

* MMSLFA:- In this category of flood attacks, multiple
malicious nodes target one legitimate/innocent node.
This article calls this Wicked-Flood-Attack (WFA).
Consider an attack scenario of malicious nodes in
Figure 5. ‘‘M1’’, ‘‘M2’’, ‘‘M3’’, ‘‘M4’’, ‘‘M5’’, ‘‘M6’’,
‘‘M7’’, and ‘‘M8’’ are malicious nodes, which target one
legitimate node ‘‘I’’ to launch flood attacks.

* MMMLFA:- Within this category of flood attacks, mul-
tiple malicious nodes target multiple legitimate nodes.

Consider second attack scenario in Figure 6. ‘‘A1’’,
‘‘A2’’, ‘‘A3’’, and ‘‘A4’’ are malicious attacker nodes,
which target legitimate nodes ‘‘I1’’, ‘‘I2’’, and ‘‘I3’’ to
launch flood attacks. This article gives a name to this
type of attack as Collaborative-Flood-Attack (CFA).

* SMMLFA:- In this class of flooding attacks, one mali-
cious node targets multiple innocent nodes. Consider
a third attack scenario in Figure 7. ‘‘A’’ is malicious
attacker node, which targets legitimate nodes ‘‘L1’’,
‘‘L2’’, ‘‘L3’’, ‘‘L4’’ and ‘‘L5’’ to launch flood attacks.
This article calls this attack as Super/Bold-Flood-Attack
(S/BFA).

1) OBSERVATIONS AND RESOURCES CONSUMPTION OF
FLOOD ATTACKS SCENARIOS
As already pointed out in this article that DTNs have
scarce/limited resources, however, due to flood attacks, too
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TABLE 4. Analyses of previously proposed mitigation algorithms 02.

many benign nodes resources are consume. The scarce
resources includes, TBCs and TBWCs. Also, PDRs and
PDRs are dependent upon resources consumption. TBCs are
directly proportional to ‘‘NumberOfPackets’’ under some
constant value [35], [54]. Also, TBWCs increase with ‘‘Num-
berOfMessages’’ up to some certain limit (depends on con-
stant value) [35], [54]. Furthermore, ‘‘NumberOfMessages’’
are directly proportional to ‘‘NumberOfNodes’’ [35], [54].
However, when the nodal TBCs become maximum/high, the
availability of nodes therefore become minimum/low, which
are inversely linked. This is due to the fact, that nodes can
neither process incoming messages nor accept/accommodate
other messages/packets in memory. So this further implies,

that victim nodes become unavailable for all other nodes
in networks [35]. Moreover, TBCs are directly propor-
tional to PLRs [35]. Based on these findings, the Table 5
is created, which summarizes buffer consumption, band-
width consumption, availability, and message delivery/loss
ratios in various attacks scenarios (already mentioned in this
article) [35], [54].

B. ANALYTIC ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS FLOOD ATTACKS
SCENARIOS
As already stated in the attacks taxonomy section of this
article, there are various types of flood attacks. This section
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analytically analyzes a few flood attack scenarios for illustra-
tion purposes [35], [54].

1) DESCRIPTION OF TABLE 5
Table 5 is created on the basis of analyses and observations.
This article will simulate attacks scenarios in the future to
calculates the exact resources consumption used in Table 5.

In attack scenario one (MMSLFA/WFA), when multiple
malicious nodes target one node so TBCs will be the max-
imum of that particular legitimate node. Because several
attacking nodes are routing multiple packets simultaneously
to a single node, which completely destroy the buffer of
that particular node [35], [54]. If TBCs will be maximal,
then this particular node becomes completely unavailable for
other nodes. Moreover, due to attacks, benign nodes will be
unable to accept a single packet from other nodes, resulting
in low PDRs and high PLRs. Furthermore, TBWCs between
malicious and legitimate nodes will be medium (TBWCs
between one malicious and one legitimate node will be con-
sume medium) [35], [54].

In attack scenario two (MMMLFA/CFA), when multiple
malicious nodes target several benign nodes, TBWCs will be
high. Because several malicious nodes route multiple packets
to several innocent nodes, this will consumes the maximum
bandwidth between the nodes [35], [54]. TBCs will be Mod-
erate for that particular node, because the probability of
malicious nodes forwarding packets to legitimate nodes are
almost fifty percent approximately, unlike in attack scenario
one, which was maximum. If almost fifty percent buffer is
consumed so availability will be fifty percent approximately
of that particular node (this article does not consider that case
in whichmultiple malicious nodes target one node) [35], [54].
This analyses further imply that the node is partially available
(not completely down) for other nodes. If node buffers are
consumed at almost fifty percent, this implies that the PDR
and PDR will be medium [35], [54].

In attack scenario three (SMMLFA/BFA), when a single
malicious node targets multiple legitimate nodes, TBWCs
and TBCs between malicious and legitimate nodes will be
low. For justification purposes, consider an attack scenario
in which one malicious node targets five legitimate nodes.
If the transmission capability of a malicious node is five, the
malicious node probably routes a packet to all the nodes (sin-
gle packet to all nodes). So TBCs will be low, which further
imply that PDRs and PLRs will be less affected [35], [54].
PDRs will be high-middle (above the middle and below the
maximum) and PLRs will be low in this case. Additionally,
this also means that the particular node will be available for
other nodes [35], [54].

C. SIMULATION/QUANTITATIVE BASED ANALYSIS OF
VARIOUS FLOOD ATTACKS SCENARIOS
This section will analyses various flood attacks scenar-
ios. This article consider four attack scenarios for simu-
lation based analyses (This article evaluates PDRs/PLRs,
and TBCs for simulation based analyses, the use cases are

already mentioned in attack taxonomy section of this arti-
cle) [35], [54]. This includes SSSDFA, SSMDFA, MSSDFA,
and MSMDFA. The ratios of misbehavior nodes and benign
nodes are vary from case-to-case, which are followed as,
SSSDFA (1:1), SSMDFA (1:4), MSSDFA (4:1), MSMDFA
(4:8) [35], [54]. The ratios of message/packet creation inter-
val (messages forwarding interval) between benign and mis-
behavior intruder nodes are 1:4 [35], [54]. Opportunistic
Network Environment (ONE) [119] simulator is used for
simulation which is specifically designed for DTNs.

1) SIMULATION SETUP
The simulation is performed with specific-parameters which
are summarized in Table 6. This article consider two scenar-
ios for each approach: Epidemic WithOut Malicious nodes
(EWOM (Without malicious nodes means without flood
attacks)), and Epidemic With Malicious nodes (EWM (With
malicious means in which malicious nodes launches flood
attacks)), First ContactWithOutMalicious nodes (FCWOM),
First Contact With Malicious nodes (FCWM), Direct Deliv-
ery WithOut Malicious nodes (DDWOM), Direct Delivery
With Malicious node (DDWM), SprayAndWait WithOut
Malicious node (SWWOM), and SprayAndWait With Mali-
cious node (SWWM) [35], [54].

2) EVALUATION METRICS
Simulation is performed with evaluation metrics below.
* Packet/Message-Delivery-Ratios (P/MDRs): P/MDRs

are the ratios between total delivered messages to total
generated messages in the simulation. If the Total-
Delivered-Messages are TDM and Total-Generated-
Messages are TGM then P/MDRswill be calculatedwith
following equation.

P/MDRs = TDM/TGM (1)

* Packets/Messages-Loss Ratio (P/MLRs): P/MLRS are
the number of total drop messages in the simulation.
P/MLRs will be calculated as follows.

P/MLRs = (TGM − (TDM))/TGM (2)

* Total-Buffer-Consumption (TBCs): It is the total
buffer-space consumed during the simulation (calcu-
lated with particular time/any time). If Buffer-Space-
Consumption (BSC/BCs), Total-Buffer-Space (TBS),
and Unused-Buffer-Space (UBS) then buffer consump-
tion will be calculated as follows.

BSC/BCs = (TBS - UBS) (3)

3) SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation Results demonstrate that due to misbehaving
flooding attacks, the MDRs are decreased while MLRs are
increased under all evaluated routing protocols (For illus-
tration purposes this article only shows simulation results
of MDRs only, MLRs will be easily calculated from eq. 2.
This article calculated MDRs in percentage like [35], [54],
and [34].
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TABLE 5. Analytic analyses of flood attacks.

TABLE 6. Simulation parameter stable.

FIGURE 8. Impact of SSSDFA on MDRs.

Figs 8 shows MDRs of SSSDFA, where simulation results
show that approximately 25 to 30 percent of MDRs are
decreased and MLRs are increased due to misbehavior flood-
ing attacks [35], [54]. Moreover, SSSDFA almost have same
effect on all evaluated routing algorithms [35], [54].

Figs 9 illustrates MDRs of SSMDFA. Simulation Results
show that due to SSMDFA, almost 40 to 58 percent MDRs
are decreased, and MLRs are increased.

The Fig 10 shows simulation results MDRs of MSSDFA.
Results show that flood attacks have 35 to 40 percent
decreased in MDRs. The effect of MSSDFA are almost the
same in all evaluated routing algorithms (FirstContact is
slightly below 35 percent) [35], [54].

Fig 11 shows the impact of malicious nodes flooding attack
on MDRs in MSMDFA. The simulation results graph clearly
demonstrate that due to MSMDFA, MDRs are decreased
while MLRs are increased [35], [54]. It is clear from sim-
ulation results that due to MSMDFA, MDRs are decreased
from 2 to 18 percent approximately [35], [54].

As mentioned earlier in this article that due to misbehaving
nodes flooding attacks buffer-space of benign nodes are con-
sumed. Due to this BSCs, MDRs are decreased while MLRs
are increased [35], [54] (already proved in this article).

FIGURE 9. Impact of SSMDFA on MDRs.

FIGURE 10. Impact of MSSDFA on MDRs.

This article simulates SSSDFA, SSMDFA, MSSDFA,
and MSMDFA to calculates BSCs (for illustration purpose
this article only shows simulation results of SSMDFA and
MSSDFA, other categories show similar simulation results)
[35], [54]. During initial set-up of the simulation, every
node has assign 5M buffer-space. This article calculates
BSCs with various time in simulation, however, for demon-
stration this article only shows simulation results of BSCs
after 4100 seconds in simulation (BSCs are increased with
increased in simulation time which is quite obvious) [35],
[54]. Also, for demonstration purposes this paper simulates
BSCs for EpidemicRouter, all other routing protocols shows
similar results [35], [54].

Fig 12, and Fig 13 illustrate simulation results of BSCs
in SSMDFA and MSSDFA respectively. The horizontal-side
of the simulation graph represents various nodes in scenario,
and the vertical-side represents the BSCs in various flood
attacks in Bytes. In horizontal-side, node in simulation are
given specificIdentifier (SIDs), that is S0, S1, S2, R1, R2 etc.
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FIGURE 11. Impact of MSMDFA on MDRs.

FIGURE 12. Impact of SSMDFA on BSCs.

S0 with out flood Attack (S0WOF), S0 with flood Attack
(S0WF), R1 without Flood Attack (R1WOF), R1 With Flood
Attack (R1WF), etc. Simulation results clearly illustrate that
due to flooding attacks buffer are consumed of all nodes in the
simulation. The simulation results clearly indicate that due to
flood attacks almost 2MB to 3.2MB and 1.8MB to 3.5MB
extra buffer are consumed in case of SSMDFA and MSSDFA
respectively [35], [54]. Due to this extra buffer consump-
tion (due to flooding attacks) the MDRs are significantly
decreased, while MLRS are increased (already mentioned,
prove is already given in this article by simulation results)
[35], [54].

D. COROLLARY FROM ANALYSES
This article looks critically at node attacks that behave badly.
From these few analyses, this article concluded that node
buffers-space have a direct impact on delivery ratios/loss
ratios. If a particular node in the networks consumes minimal
buffers-space, so it will improve drop(s) ratios. Furthermore,
the ratios of PDRs will be maximum. Moreover, according

FIGURE 13. Impact of MSSDFA on BSCs.

to this article’s studies, resources consumption depend on the
size of the packets and the number of packets. This article
concluded if researchers either reduce messages/packets size
or prevent a large number of packets, this will enhances the
ratios of PDRs/PLRs.

In addition, some researchers detect nodes of poor behav-
ior (PRLS and ER schemes), but the detection precision of
the proposed algorithms are not very accurate. The detec-
tion of proposed algorithms depend on nodes encounter-time
and encounter/contact-duration. According to the findings
of this article, if researchers design algorithms that improve
nodal encounter-time and encounter-duration (if researchers
propose some new detection methods other than previ-
ously proposed methods such as packet-claims exchange and
encounter-history sharing), it will probably enhance attacks
detection accuracy, which will further improve resources con-
sumption (this will further enhance PDRs/PLRs).

E. CALCULATION OF BUFFER CONSUMPTION
As mentioned earlier in this article, most of the researchers
claim that due to flood attacks nodes’ buffers are consumed,
however, researchers did not mention how much buffers are
consumed, and how to calculate buffers consumption in real
simulation. This article demonstrates how to calculates the
buffer consumption in the actual simulation. As an illus-
tration, this article shows the Epidemic-Router buffer con-
sumption code with simulation time (Simulation time defined
in code, this code calculates the node buffer consumption
with different simulation times). Figure 14 shows buffers
consumption simulation code.

VIII. OPEN RESEARCH LOOP-HOLES (PROBLEMS)
There are so many research issues that are already discussed
in this article. Following are some of the open research issues
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FIGURE 14. Buffer consumption calculation codes, epidemic router.

in the broad areas of vehicular networks security and particu-
larly malicious nodes, which launch flood attacks [35], [54].

A. REVISED DEFINITION OF FLOOD ATTACKS
As outlined earlier in this article, most researchers have
a view that there are two types of flood attacks, i.e
Packet-Flood-Attacks, and Replica-Flood-Attacks. However,
according to the findings of this article, there are so many
other categories of flood attacks. Most of the researchers
in the literature proposed detection/mitigation solutions for
the above two attacks (did not detect various categories of
flood attacks). Also, most of the researchers have the opinion
that flood attacks mitigation are top among (the most diffi-
cult problem to handle) in various attacks in this research
domain. However, according to the studies in this article,
if researchers properly define flood attacks (revised the defi-
nition of flood attacks), therefore, the solution for flooding
attacks are not very difficult (at least if researchers try to
solve the sub-categories of flood attacks, so it will be a good
solution in this security research domain).

B. MITIGATION TIME
Most researchers detect flood attacks by sharing packet-
claims (rate limit certificates with packet-claims) along with
original packets. Also, few researchers proposed, sharing
encounter-history packets with all nodes in the networks
(encounter history-based algorithms) for the detection of
flood attacks. However, due to the intermittent connectivity,
previously proposed schemes suffered from long detection
delay, which further cause high packet loss ratios and low
packet delivery ratios until detection [54]. Therefore, an effi-
cient detection/mitigation time is still an open research issue
in this security research domain.

C. RESOURCES CONSUMPTION
As mentioned earlier in this article that few researchers
proposed very efficient algorithms to thwart with malicious
nodes which launch flood attacks with encounter-history
sharing. However, this category of networks have scarce
resources (buffer, energy resources) [120], [121]. If miti-
gation schemes share encounter-history packets along with
original packets, this ultimately consumes more resources
(particularly buffer). Buffer consumption has a direct relation
with packet delivery ratios and packet loss ratios [35], [54]
(consumes buffer which further degrades network due to low
packet delivery ratios and high packet loss ratios). Therefore,
resource efficient detection/mitigation algorithms are still
an open research issue in flood mitigation in intermittently
connected vehicular networks.

D. GENUINE CRYPTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Few researchers proposed protocol-based detection schemes
[45], which weed-out those malicious nodes which have
invalid cryptographic credentials (key, outsider intruder
nodes) [122]. However, intruder nodes that belong to net-
works (insider attacker nodes that have a valid key) are
not detected in this scheme. Therefore, researchers need to
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propose algorithms that can thwart insider malicious nodes
(open research problem).

E. DETECTION WITH THIRD PARTY NODE
Most of the researchers proposed algorithms that detect mali-
cious nodes with third-party nodes (trusted authority (TA))
[54]. TA distributes RLCs and keys, this will be very difficult
to deploys an intermittently connected environment due to the
frequent disconnection of nodes. Also, if TA is compromised
so the whole network will be compromised (single point of
failure). Therefore, detection with a third-party nodes are a
very important issue to be revised.

F. CENTRALIZED DETECTION SCHEMES
Some of the researchers in the literature proposed
centralized-based algorithms to glitch malicious nodes (sin-
gle node which is responsible for the detection of flood
attacks). As mentioned earlier in this article that there are
two broad categories of centralized-based schemes i.e static
guard-node and mobile guard-node. In the former category,
all packets pass through this node, and in later category guard
node moves with all packets [54]. According to the analyses
of this article, both categories are very difficult to practically
deploy in an intermittently connected environment. So there-
fore it is urgent to revise centralized detection schemes (open
research problem)

G. DETECTION OF FLOOD PACKETS RATHER THAN
MALICIOUS NODES
Most of the researchers proposed detection algorithms that
detect/mitigate malicious nodes which launch flood attacks.
However, according to the verdicts of this article, negligi-
ble works are noted to detect malicious packets rather than
malicious nodes [23], [123]. According to the findings of
this article, if researchers proposed malicious packet detec-
tion schemes rather than malicious nodes detection schemes,
therefore it will be an efficient algorithms. Therefore, mali-
cious packets detection are still an open research problem in
this security domain.

H. CALCULATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
REPUTATION/THRESHOLD
Few researchers proposed detection algorithms based on
reputation/threshold. Researchers proposed various strate-
gies to calculate/distribute reputation/threshold, that is global
reputation, and personalized reputation [54]. In global repu-
tation schemes, TA calculates nodal reputation values from
all nodes in the networks, while in personalized reputation
schemes TA calculates reputation from specific group nodes
in the networks. This is a very challenging tasks due to
intermittent connectivity and may be biased (which may have
high false positive and false negative ratios). Therefore, the
calculation and distribution of reputation/threshold is still
a very challenging research problem in intermittently con-
nected networks.

I. TRADE-OFF BETWEEN DETECTION COST AND
DETECTION ACCURACY
Few researchers proposed mitigation schemes, which need
extra nodes for the detection and mitigation. For example,
Rate-limit-Certificate-based schemes need an extra node i.e
TA for the creations and distributions of certificates (extra
node costs, certificate creations, and distributions costs).
Also, the proposed schemes verify the certificate (verification
cost). Guard-node-based detection schemes need an extra
node for the detection (extra node costs, that is guard-node).
Nonetheless, few researchers proposed schemes that do not
need an extra node for the detection. However, this category
of schemes are not very accurate (low detection accuracy
and high value of false positive/false negative) as compared
to TA/certificate-based schemes, which have high detection
accuracy [34], [35], [54]. As such, there is a need to see a
trade-off between detection cost and detection accuracy.

J. COLLUDING ATTACKS DETECTION
Few researchers proposed very efficient algorithms to counter
malicious nodes which launch catastrophic flood attacks.
However, if malicious nodes launch colluding flood attacks
(a type of flood attacks in which malicious nodes launch
flood attacks with collaboration), this category of attacks are
not detected in previously proposed algorithms [54]. There-
fore, an efficient algorithms are required to handle colluding
attacks (very difficult to detect). Therefore, colluding attacks
detection are still an open research problem in ICV-DTNs.

K. TRADE-OFF BETWEEN DETECTION AND PREVENTION
As mentioned earlier in this article that few researchers
proposed very good schemes to mitigate malicious nodes.
However, the detection time of all those algorithms are very
high, which ultimately cause resources consumption, this
further dis-improves packet delivery ratios/packet loss ratios.
According to the analyses of this article, preventive-based
algorithms are a remedy for the detection time improve-
ment [35], [54]. Furthermore, preventive-based algorithms
have lower cost than detective-based algorithms (no need
for extra nodes for detection). Apart from these issues,
preventive-based algorithms solve the most important prob-
lem of intermittently connected networks (disconnection of
nodes, in preventive-based algorithms frequent disconnec-
tion have no impact) However, the design of an efficient
preventive-based algorithms are difficult, therefore it is still
an open research problem for researchers in ICV-DTNs.

L. DESIGN INTRUSION DETECTION BASED
ALGORITHMS (IDBA)
Like preventive-based algorithms, IDBA are a very good idea
to hitch catastrophic flood attacks in ICV-DTNs. Because
they improve detection time (no need for sharing rate limit
certificates and encounter history), have a low cost (no need
for extra node for detection), and no need for extra infor-
mation in packets for detection [35], [54]. Also, according
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FIGURE 15. Open research issues.

to the studies of this article, IDBA significantly improve
false positive/false negative ratios. Apart from this, IDBA
are a very good idea for ICV-DTNs because they detect
various attacks without connectivity of all nodes (this is very
important because we know that intermittent connectivity is
the biggest issue, and most of the detection schemes suffer
from intermittent connectivity (high false positive/false neg-
ative ratios due to disconnection). However, the design of a
low-cost and an efficient IDBA are still a very challenging
issue, therefore, it is urgent to propose an efficient IDBA for
flood attacks mitigation in ICV-DTNs. Fig. 15 shows various
open research issues [35], [54].

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Malicious nodes with erroneous behavior are a major chal-
lenge in ICNs. These nodes launch various attacks, including
fake packet attacks, packet drop attacks, and flood attacks.
Flood attacks are the most common type of attack in DTNs.
They consume scarce resources, such as buffer space, band-
width, and processing power, which degrades the network’s
performance. This can lead to a decrease in packet delivery
ratio (PDR) and an increase in packet loss ratio (PLR).

Researchers have proposed various algorithms to mitigate
flood attacks. However, no single algorithm is perfect. This
article provides a critical analysis of the existing algorithms
and proposes a new taxonomy of flood attacks. The taxonomy
is based on the following criteria:

The type of attack (e.g., packet flood attack, replica flood
attack), the target of the attack (e.g., nodes, links, or the
entire network), the motivation of the attacker (e.g., to disrupt
the network, to steal data, or to gain unauthorized access).
The new taxonomy will help researchers to better understand
flood attacks and to develop more effective mitigation strate-
gies. The article also presents a buffer consumption code for
the ONE simulator. This code will help researchers to more
accurately simulate the impact of flood attacks on network
performance.

In the future, researchers will need to develop new algo-
rithms to mitigate the various types of flood attacks identified
in the taxonomy. These algorithms should be distributed,
machine learning-based, and intrusion detection system-
based. Additionally, researchers should focus on detecting
attacks bundles/messages/packets rather than misbehavior
nodes that launch the flood attacks.

We hope that this article will motivate new investigators in
this area of security and highlight the following directions for
future research:

* Critical analysis of flood attacks in ICNs such as DTNs.
* Critical analysis of various categories of flood attacks

identified in the flood attacks taxonomy, and develop-
ment of novel algorithms for various types of flood
attacks (especially distributed, machine learning, and
intrusion-detection-system-based algorithms).

* Detection of attacks bundles/messages/packets rather
than misbehavior nodes that launch the flood attacks.
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